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When New Jersey Public Television launched its first broadcast in April of 1971, it carried the
hopes of a determined band of activists — including future Governor Tom Kean — who were
convinced that, with its own television station, New Jersey would receive the kind of news
coverage routinely denied it by major network affiliates in New York and Philadelphia.

  

In the 39 years since the red light went on atop the camera in a studio in a converted
supermarket in a Trenton suburb, the network has endured efforts to sell it, convert it to a
commercial outlet, relinquish its broadcast license altogether, or turn it over to a foundation or
non-profit entity.

  

It's been pilloried as ideologically slanted, and its coverage of government and politics as
fundamentally unfair.  It occupies a unique — some say untenable — position in that it relies to
some degree on state budget appropriations granted by many of the same individuals who are
its outspoken critics.

  

      Former Gov. Christie Whitman, for instance, once famously compared the network to
Pravda, the government-controlled news agency in the former Soviet Union, to make her point
that state funding should cease.
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Christie  proving more formidable than Trenton can handle 

  

N.J.  newspapers losing influence on public policy 

  

N.J.  police officers and firefighters lawsuit won't have the public's  support 

  

Leave  teachers out of the rough and unforgiving world of N.J. politics 

  

Now  it's Christie's turn to remake the N.J. Supreme Court 

  

Christie  vs. Sweeney: It could be a long road to a New Jersey state budget  compromise 

  

N.J.  school budgets read like a Stephen King horror novel 

  

N.J.  Congressmen Frank Pallone and John Adler face tough elections after  health care battle 

  

If  enacted, Christie's budget will produce a revolutionary transformation  in New Jersey 

  

Unsung  heroes: Governor's N.J. State Trooper security detail 
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Pension  reforms show Christie has learned art of the possible 

  

Carl  Golden: The future of New Jersey's horse racing industry waits for  Trenton 

  

Carl  Golden: Raising gasoline tax would benefit New Jersey 

  

Carl  Golden: So much for Gov. Christie's New Jersey bipartisan express 

  

Carl  Golden: Christie's efforts to streamline N.J. government risky but  worthwhile ... if done
right 

  

Obama's  brilliant campaign team has been a liability in office 

  

Carl  Golden: Gov. Christie will force cost-cutting culture on all New Jersey  governments 

  

Carl  Golden: ‘Game Change' just the latest book from the campaign trail to  cheapen the
experience 

  

New  Jersey's dismal budget situation requires Christie be a problem solver,  and not a
finger-pointer 

  

I  know one Italian ‘Jersey Girl' who couldn't care less about a bunch of  ‘cafones' at the ‘Jersey
Shore' 
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Expect  Tiger Woods to emerge stronger, smarter, humbler 

  

Day  of reckoning has arrived for both Christie and N.J. 
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The  bitterness will linger in Codey-Sweeney slugfest 

  

Don't  expect Corzine's hedge-fund revelation to rise to ‘Aha!' status
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